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CHAPTER I

Introduction

Nurses comprise the second largest professional

group of women in the United States and make up the largest

occupational group among health care practitioners. As of

November 1980, there were 1,616,846 registered nurses

licensed to practice in the United States. Of that number,

1,235,152 were actively employed. Two thirds of those

1
employed worked in hospitals. While the number of

employed nurses is impressive, in recent years two out of

five nurses dropped out of the job market at some point in

2
their careers. This is particularly significant when

one considers the economic impact of job turnover.

Administrative costs involved constantly hiring and

orienting new personnel thus increasing the burden of

health care costs to the consumer. Other "costs" to the

patient should also be considered: non-availability of

replacement personnel and the learning time required for

new nurses to reach peak efficiency contribute to a

3
reduction in the quality of patient care.

*1



Turnover and dropout arise in part due to

dissatisfaction with the job as a whole and with its

components. Satisfied workers are not only more productive

while in the job, but are also more likely to rema'n in

4
their positions. Recent studies by McGillick (1983)

have confirmed that satisfaction with their jobs does

influence turnover rates among nurses. Additionally, some

studies -uggest that nursing turnover could be reduced by

twenty-five to forty percent if the causes of job

5
dissatisfaction were eliminated. Logically, if managers

want their employees to work efficiently to fulfill their

organizational goals, they must realize how much the

working environments they supervise influence the worker's

sense of satisfaction. Once pertinent satisfaction factors

are identified and measured, managers can use them to study

ways in which to improve morale, to change organizational

policies and to review benefits and procedures which affect

6
that particular group. Since personnel turnover results

in additional costs to employers, and since the issue of

the quality of patient care rendered is related to job

satisfaction, and as military hospitals are by no means

immune to the consequences of nurse dissatisfaction,

examination of job satisfaction bs a dependent variable is

highly relevant.

Conditions Which Prompted The Study

Frelin (1983) examined personnel management issues

7for the Army Nurse Corps. This study appeared to
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indicate widespread dissatisfaction in staffing and work

scheduling throughout Army hospitals (i.e. scheduling

standard eight-hour shifts utilizing a rotation basis).

When asked what they would change if given the authority

and opportunity, these nurses consistently reported that

they would add more staff to present levels authorized and

would substitute flexible, creative scheduling for that

which is currently being used.

Program and Budget guidance for the coming fiscal

years indicates that no additional resources will be

allocated in the forseeable future. Managers will be faced

with an increasing workload, fewer resources and a

concurrent requirement to reduce costs. In an April 1983

letter (Appendix A), Colrnel Donald H. Triano, as Chief of

Staff, Health Services Command (HSC), reported

"organizations which have implemented self-scheduling

programs and alternate work schedules (AWS) have

experienced an increase in employee productivity and

morale, and a decrease in tardiness, sick leave usage and

turnover." Triano further urged hospital commanders to

explore the use of alternate work schedules.

With the Federal Employees Flexible and Compressed

Work Week Schedules Act of 1982 (PL97-221), Congress passed

into law provisions for labor organizations to negotiate

alternate work schedules unless the agencies involved could

demonstrate adverse action impact such as reduced

productivity, increased cost, or decreases in services
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provided. This act extended the original law (PL5-390)

which passed in 1978 for a three-year term.

Alternate work schedules have been utilized

sporadica'ly in a variety of work centers in Army Health

Care facilities. At the onset of this study, there were

twenty work centers under Health Services Command (HSC)

utilizing some form of Alternate Work Schedule (AWS). Of

those work centers utilizing the ten-hour day, all were

either clinic areas (e.g. medical, dental), or service

areas (e.g. patient appointment system, respiratory care,

ambulance section, laboratory, nuclear medicine).

Conspicuously absent from this list were worK centers

involved in direct patient care on a recurrent

twenty-four-hour basis, i.e., nursing units. Alternate

work schedule formats used by these work centers have

8
previously been limited to the twelve-hour shift. Of

the areas that have explored the use of this scheduling

methodology, none have explored the effects of the

alternate work schedules (AWS) on changes in perceptions of

satisfaction.

A recent study by Kanzler and Saf'erwhite (1983) at

Madigan Army Medical Center explored the effects of

twelve-hour shifts which had been implemented to relieve a

staffing crisis. As the authors were quick to point out,

the study was limited by the fact that no pre-trial

assessment data were available. The outcomes noted,

however, were similar in nature to other studies;
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specifically, there was a noticeable improvement in staff

morale and job satisfaction. Additionally, 'most staff

members felt the quality of care improved as they had more

time to spend on direct patient care, family teaching,

parental support, and to plan, evaluate, and individualize

their nursing care." -

In view of the interest in alternate work schedules

aws) and the lack of documentation of changes in levels of

job satisfaction, it seemed appropriate to examine the

results of the implementation of an AWS in a military

health care facility (Specifically, a patient care unit) so

that nurse managers could consider this data when

evaluating schedule designs for their particular units.

Hypothesis

Interest in investigating the effects of the

alternate work schedule on perceptions of job satisfaction

lead to the proposal of the following hypotheses: The

implementation of an Alternate Work Schedule (the ten-hour

day, four days per week/eighty hours per pay period, or the

twelve-hour day/eighty hours per pay period) will have a

positive effect on the perception of job satisfaction of

registered nurses in a patient care unit at Florence A.

Blanchfield Army Community Hospital, Fort Campbell,

Kentucky.

Criteria

i-or the purpose of evaluating the outcome of this
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research, the following criteria were operant: (1) Changes

in Job and Schedule perceptions were considered significant

and the CO.l level as assessed by the JDI-type job

satisfaction and schedule perception scales; and (2)

Alternate work schedules employed were necessarily

acceptable to hospital management.

Definition of Terms

The following definitions are applicable to this

study:

Job Satisfaction: For the purpose of this study, job

satisfaction will be considered to be positive or favorable

feelings toward elements of the work environment dealing

with working conditions, the amount of time available to

accomplish duties, and the amount of time available for

personal activities.

Alternate Work Schedule (AWS): Those work schedules

which deviate from the standard eight-hour shift per day,

five days per week, (or eight ten-hour shifts per two week

pay period), or six twelve-hour shifts plus one eight-hour

shift per two week pay period.

Assumptions

For the purposes of this study it was assumed that

the following statements were valid: (1) The data

producing instrument (questionnaire) was one which was

reliable when used with nurses, (2) The needs of

Blanchfield Army Community Hospital, or of the Department

of the Army would not preclude completion of the AWS trial,
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forcing the study to be abandoned, (3) Responses to the

survey instrument (nurse questionnaire) were truthful, (4)

Data collected from the samples was truly comparable and

unbiased, and (5) Policy changes were not expected during

the study period.

Limitations

Those limitations which were necessarily restricting

included; (1) Only modified work schedules approved by

hospital management and Civilian Personnel Office

authorities could be included in the study; (2) Patient

care units included in the AWS trial were limited to those

with an adequate number of staff members to support the

randomly selected AWS methodology. Those nursing units

whose staffing could not support both the twelve-hour and

ten-hour schedule methodologies were not eligible for

participation in the study. Population mix was determined

by the researcher rather than by hospital management; (3)

The impact of extended shifts in other areas of the

hospital or in other health care facilities was not

explored. The present investigation compared levels of job

satis4 ctio- betwpen prnfessional nurses working standard

shifts in the hospital environment only (specifically, in

two specialty care areas); (4) Construct validity of the

instrument has not been firmly established. No attempt was

made to correlate levels of job satisfaction or

dissatisfaction with turnover or absenteeism; (5) To solve

this research problem, a long term, complete crossover
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natural experiment would have been preferred. For

practical, ethical and economic reasons, such comprehensive

research was hardly feasible; (6) This investigation

explored changes in levels of job satisfaction over a

relatively short (eight weeks) period of time. Results did

not involve the exploration of how these results might

change over a long period of time; (7) Since employees were

not "blind" to the study taking place, their responses

might have been influenced by the "Hawthorne effect." This

possibility could not be averted since the policy of this

agency was such that participants in such a study must

consent to their participation; (8) Subjects were not

selected completely at random. It was necessary to select

entire units from the small number of units available.

Only two patient care units met the established staffing

requirement; (9) Given the limitations of time and

resources, and the lack of a practical, sensitive and valid

direct observation tool, the decision was made to exclude

quality of nursing services as a dependent variable in this

study.
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CHAPTER II

Review of the Literature

The first documented use of flexible work hours

occurred at the Messerschmidt-Bolkow-Blohn Aerospace firm

1
in Germany in 1968. The potential benefits were

determined to be: (a) a positive impact on employees'

attitudes, (b) higher employee morale, (c) a general

feeling of improvement by employees concerning the quality

of life, (d) increased useable employee leisure time with

no change in the work week, (e) reduced traffic problems,

(f) reduced overtime costs, (g) reduced sick leave, (h)

reduced tardiness, (i) reduced absenteeism, (j) increased

communication between managers and subordinates, (k)

improved employee receptivity to management requests

increases (or at least stabilizes) productivity.

While numerous possible advantages were cited, some

managers were also concerned about pitfalls which might be

inherent in a program of this nature. Specifically, they

feared that such programs might lead to: (a) disrupted

production flow, (b) loss of management control, (c) lack

of coordination in multi-shift operations, (d) longer

10



management nours, (e) lack of employee supervision during

some periods, (f) deteriorated telephone coverage, (g)

increased employee abuses, (h) less department

cooperation.
2

Many creative scheduling methodologies have been

studied in the past twelve years. Each have been shown to

possess many advantages for those who implemented them,

usually offsetting the limitations which became evident.

Ganong (1976), in a test of twelve-hour shifts, reported

better utilization of nursing personnel which resulted in

lower staffing requirements and in savings of payroll

expenses. Other advantages included greater blocks of time

off for nurses, improved morale, greater communication and

continuity of care between physicians and nurses, and

better patient relations. Additionally, benefits such as

savings from reduced travel costs to work and lower child

3
care costs while at work were noted. A study on

twelve-hour shifts by Eaton (1980) showed a signficant

increase in the creativity scale, suggesting that the

nursing staff felt less constricted in using their own

methods of performing their duties, and that they felt more

innovative and autonomous. Eaton also noted that the

twelve-hour shift did increase satisfaction with the work

environment, especially with regard to time available for

leisure activities. This supports the work by Boyarski

(1976), Ganong (1976), Stinson and Hazlett (1975), but

contradicts the work of Hibbard (1972). Eaton also found
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that sick time was not increased appreciably, supporting

the theory that the health of the nursing staff had not

deteriorated.
4

Burroughs and Leslie (1972) reported the trial of the

four-day week. Overtime decreased eighty percent in the

Intensive Care Unit (ICU) during the trial period.

Ninety-five percent of the respondents to a comprehensive

survey questionnaire felt that the ten-hour schedule

allowed them additional time for patient care planning and

that it improved patient care. Many reported that the

overlap provided more thorough communication and continuity

between the shifts, extended the time for patient-centered

conferences and staff development. Kellman (1983) found

that by creating a longer period of shift change-over, more

staff members were available at the busier moments in the

day's activities to attend to each patient's needs.

Patients could be ambulated more frequently, readied for

meals more readily, and lights answered more quickly. By

working together during the overlap, staff members'

understanding of the problems of others were increased.

Kellman, too, found that overtime hours were decreased.
5

Hutchins and Cleveland found that for the hospital involved

in their study, the turnover rate for the ten-hour shift

nursing personnel averaged nine to ten percent annually

contrasted to the twenty-five percent turnover rate for the

s6eight-hour shift staff nurses.
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Extended shifts are not without some disadvantages.

Kellman noted that there were scheduling problems due to

the fact that the registered nurses required an additional

day off. Ten-hour shifts are less acceptable when staffing

is below manning table standards. Additionally, the

ten-hour shift is not suitable to all employees for a

7.
variety of reasons, such as family or other obligations 7

not every employee can remain at peak productivity during

successive ten-hour days.8

Whether or not persons actively respond to their work

environment, and are motivated to achieve higher levels of

productivity is a function of the extent to which they

perceive that these levels are within their own personal

control. Employees who perceive that they have little

control over their own productivity or work environment are

more likely to "go through the motions" with minimal

commitment or active involvement with their

organization.9  Professional nurses need a type of

schedule which allows them to balance personal and

professional responsibilities. This fact should be

obvious. Nurses want to maintain close family ties as well

as social ties. They need these resources for personal

satisfaction and to assist them in managing the stresses

which their professional functions naturally entail.
1 0
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CHAPTER Ill

Research Methodology

Purpose

The purpose of this study was to probe the

question: Will the implementation of an Alternate Work

Schedule have a positive effect on the perception of job

satisfaction of registered nurses at Florence A.

Blanchfield Army Community Hospital, Fort Campbell,

Kentucky? The rest of this chapter describes the

methodology for this quasi-experimental study. The

research design1 the sample, the data-producing instrument,

the methods of procedure, protection of human subjects and

methods of analysis are described.

Objectives

In order to accomplish this study, a multitude of

intermediate tasks were necessary: (1) determining the

feasibility of the study by attracting the interest of, and

obtaining permission to conduct the study from the Chief,

Department of Nursing, the Hospital Commander, and the

Deputy Commander for Administration, Blanchfield Army

Community Hospital (BACH); (2) gaining approval of Civilian

15
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Personnel, Local Labor Union and Labor-Management relations

officials; (3) gaining approval to utilize AWS formats to

schedule Department of Nursing personnel from Health

Services Command; (4) locating and augmenting a suitable

data producing instrument; (5) obtaining adequate

quantities of the data Producing instrument; (G)

determining the time frame during which to implement the

AWS scheduling methodologies; (7) determining staffing

requirements for three basic work schedule methodologies;

(8) identifying patient care units with adequate numbers of

nursing staff to support the various staffing

methodologies; (9) assigning specific work schedule formats

to specific patient care units using a random process; (10)

implementing a trial AWS on a selected nursing unit at BACH

during the period 8 January 1984 through 3 March 1984, a

period of eight weeks; (11) determining the pre and post

trial test dates of the nurse subjects; (12) measuring,

using the JDI-type Schedule and Job Perception Scales, the

effects of the AWS on perceptions of work schedule and job

satisfaction during the trial period and again following an

eight week resumption of the normal eight-hour day; (13)

summarizing the results of the review and analysis and make

recommendations regarding the use of AWS.

Reseai nesign

The design of this study is quasi-experimental in

nature. Quasi-experiments, while closely resembling an

experiment, lack at least one of the three properties which
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characterize a true experiment. The first effect is

temporal: a cause must precede an effect in time. The

second requirement is that there must be an empirical

relationship between the presumed cause and the presumed

effect. The third criterion in a causal relationship is

that the relationship cannot be explained as being due to

the influence of a third variable. Through the controls

imposed by manipulation, comparison, and randomization,

alternative explanations to a causal interpretation can

often be ruled out or discredited. The missing ingredient

in this study was the absence of complete randomization.

Complete randomization would have involved the random

assignment of nurses to individual patient care units for

the purposes of the study. This was hardly feasible when

one considers the length of time it takes to orient a nurse

transferred from one unit to another. In the interest of

patient safety and quality of care, this process would have

necessarily been accomplished over a period of months.

Additionally, cross-training of nurses for the specialty

care areas was not only infeasible, but undesirable, making

it incongruous with the purpose of this study. Introducing

added stressors into a grouD whose job satisfaction was to

be studied would certainly be counterproductive.

Samp 1 e

The sample for this study consisted of registered

nurses working in two specialty care units (Labor and

Oelivery, and Intensive Care) at Blanchfield Army Community
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Hospital, and included both military officers and civilian

nurses. These units were chosen because they were the only

units which had enough nurses to operate under ten-hour

shift scheduling. Six nurses are required for this

scheduling methodology. The sample size was limited to

twelve nurses; the number eligible to participate in the

study on the two units.

Data Producing Instruments

During a search of the relevant literature, an

instrument previously used by Jessup in his research on

nurses' perceptions of their job schedules was discovered.

This instrument was similar in format to the Job

Descriptive Index (JOI) developed by Smith and associates

(1969), which was intended to be used over a wide range of

job classifications and with people of varying job level;

to be short, easily administered and easily scored; to

generate scores indicative of satisfaction with pay, work,

supervision, co-workers, etc.; and to be free from obvious

biases, reliable and valid. The developers used the JOI

with over two thousand subjects in more than twenty

different companies over a five-year period and concluded

that the JDI adequately fulfilled the criteria for which it

was designed (Smith, 1974). The internal consistencies of

the five JO scales range from .80 to .88. Researchers who

have used the JOI for job satisfaction research with nurses

also report similar internal consistency reliability

scores.
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The Pearson product-moment coefficient was the

correlational statistic computed to reveal relationships

between the two schedule perception scales used by Jessup,

and the JDI and its subscales. Jessup found that the

JDI-type Schedule perception scale (SPS) and the Likert

type SPS correlated highly with each other and with the JDI

(r=.64 -. 90, p=.001). The relatively high correlation

coefficient values of the subscales of the SPS with their

major scale indicate that the subscales did indeed measure

the concept under his investigation, schedule perceptions.

Furthermore, the high correlation between the two Schedule

Perception Scales (SPS), and the fact that both correlated

equally with the Job Descriptive Index (JDI), indicated

that either version of the SPS could be used in the

future. Since there was such a high degree of correlation

betwen the subscales of the SPS, Jessup revised and

shortened the instrument and tested it for reliability

using the responses obtained during further study.

Additionally, Jessup suggested that the Schedule Perception

scale (SPS) would be useful in studying the need for and

the effects of staffing pattern changes in a particular

institution. Inspired by Jessup's findings, his Revised

JOI-type Schedule Perception Scale (SPS) was selected for

use with a locally develcped Job Satisfaction Scale. An

additional section containing demographic data was also

included in the data producing instrument.
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The advantages of the revised JDI-type SPS over the

JDI include: (1) its brevity (12 items in the SPS compared

to 131 in the JDI), (2) its previous use with nurses and

reported reliability when used with this group.

Methods of Procedure

The Chief, Department of Nursing, Blanchfield Army

Community Hhospital, was contacted informally to determine

willingness to participate in the study. Nursing Section

Chiefs were also consulted and informed that participation

in the study was to be voluntary. A letter was developed

to explain the purpose of the study to the Department of

Nursing personnel working in patient care units. The

purpose and format of proposed AWS was explained. A

questionnaire developed to assess the overall

acceptance/rejection atmosphere towards a study of

Alternate Work Schedules (AWS) was prepared and distributed

with the letter, to all Department of Nursing personnel on

the patient care units (Appendix E).

Responses to questions of the preliminary survey

indicated an overall interest in an AWS trial and a

willingness to participate in such a trial. On the basis

of the favorable responses, the decision to continue with

the study was confirmed. Once permission to use the

Schedule Perception Scale (SPS) was received from Major

Jessup, ANC, (Appendix F), the SPS and a locally developed

job satisfaction scale (JSS) were reproduced.
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Job Satisfaction and Schedule Perception scales were

initially distributed to all Department of Nursing

personnel with the intent of establishing base line data.

Unfortunately, as could be expected on the first iteration

of a survey, the response rate was only twenty-two

percent. In order to insure anonymity, nurses were asked

to return the questionnaires unsigned. This made follow-up

of non-respondents impractical. After conferring with the

Chief, Department of Nursing, it was decided that data

obtained from formal analysis of the questionnaires would

be of limited value since it was possible that only those

respondents who were very satisfied or very dissatisfied

returned questionnaires, thus making true assessment

di f f icult.

Two alternate schedule formats were considered for

the study. Schedule patterns for each of the two schedule

formats were developed. It was determined that at least

six registered nurses were required for the ten-hour day

format. Eight and twelve-hour shift formats could bI

implemented with five nurses. Due to constraints in

staffing levels, only the Labor and Delivery Unit (L&D) and

the Intensive Care Unit (ICU) were eligible to participate

in the study. While this is certainly a limitation, it was

felt that since both units were specialty areas, the

similarities between the staffs of the two would contribute

to the comparability of the two units. A toss of a fair

coin determined that the ten-hour shift would be tested.
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The selection of the Intensive Care Unit (ICU) as the study

unit and the determination that the Labor and Delivery Unit

(L&D) would be the control unit was also made by a toss of

a fair coin.

Information packets containing detailed information

on the proposed AWS included: (1) its purpose, (2)

rationale, (3) its effect related to matters of pay, sick

leave, holidays, etc., and (4) a consent form specifying

their voluntary participation, expected activities during

the trial, and indication of willingnesz to participate in

the trial during specific dates, were distributed to all

personnel on the study unit (Appendix G). A different

information paLket and consent form was distributed to the

control unit since participation involved different

activities; specifically, completing the JSS and SPS every

two months for a total of three iterations (Appendix H).

Since all of the nurses on the study and control units

agreed to participate in the trial ten-hour shift, no

special arrangements were necessary. Arrangements had been

made to allow those who were not to participate in the

study to continue to work the routine eight-hour shift on

the parent unit.

The time frame selected for the AWS trial had to

allow for the accomplishments of the intermediate tasks

while satisfying requirements determined by the design of

the study. In order to avoid further complication of the

time and attendance records, and to avoid conducting the
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study during a time which might ordinarily be associated

with great emotional connotations, it was determined that

avoidance of the Thanksgiving and Christmas holiday periods

was both desirable and necessary. Consideration was also

given to the fact that the absence of staff members taking

personal leaves during these periods would contribute to

st~f'irn probicis and, h-efore, adversely affectthe

study. Operating within these parameters, and considering

target completion date for the study, the study period

dates were set for January 1984 through April 1984. This

period included the actual trial AWS period, January 8,

1984 through March 3, 1984, and posttrial observation

period which lasted until April 28, 1984.

Distribution of the JOI-type Job Satisfaction and

Schedule Perception Scales (JSS and SPS) occurred during

the first week of January 1984. Each person on the "study"

and "control" units received a questionnaire even though

the paraprofessional personnel were not to participate in

the study. A number was assigned to each participant to

monitor return of the survey while still maintaining

anonymity. Completed questionnaires were unsigned and

returned to the researcher using the in-house mail

distribution system. Reminders were sent to those

participants who initially failed to respond. The eventual

response rate for the first iteration of the questionnaire

was one-hundred percent.
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Implementation of the AWS in the study unit occurred

as planned on 8 January 1984. The distribution of the

schedule consisted of a bi-weekly eighty-hour work

schedule. The head nurse of the unit continued to work the

conventional five-day week in order to coordinate shift

changeover, planning, and other administrative

responsibilities. The head nurse was also responsible for

developing schedules within the guidelines of the study

protocol. This schedule format continued for eight weeks.

The survey instrument was again distributed to all

participants during the last week of the trial. One nurse

on the study unit terminated employment during the trial

period due to responsibilities involved with school. With

the exception of this nurse, the response rate was

one-hundred percent, following the same procedure as the

first iteration of the questionnaire.

Nurses on the study reverted to the eight-hour shift

on 4 March and continued to work this schedule format

thereafter. The nurses were again surveyed with the

JSS/SPS after they had been on the eignt-hour shift for

eight weeks. During this period one nurse on the control

unit was transferred to another area of the hospital and

was therefore deleted from the study. Following the

procedure established in the first two iterations of the

survey, all questionnaires were returned to the researcher.

At the completion of the study period, nurses on the

study unit (ICU' were interviewed in order to gain
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additional information regarding reactions to the AWS

trial.

The dependent variable in the study was nurse job

satisfaction, and was measured by the JSS/SPS.

Consideration was also given to the examination of other

dependint variables, such as physiologic and intellectual

effects of extended work hours, and quality of care issues,

but these were not included in the design because the

investigator regarded those areas of inquiry as too loosely

developed as yet to serve as valid indicators in short run

research. Additionally, an adequate tool by which to

measure these variables was not available.

Protection of Human Subjects

While it was not possible to conduct this study and

maintain complete anonymity of the subjects, completed

questionnaires were returned unsigned and were inaccessible

to all but the nurse researcher. Risk to the individual

was minimal due to the nature of the study, the subject

matter of the questionnaire, and voluntary participation in

the study. Individual responses were expressed in summary

form so that individuals could not be identified.

Methods of Analysis

After the data were collected, the questionnaires

were scored, yielding a "satisfaction score". Positive

reactions received three points; questions marked undecided

or which were left unanswered were awarded one point.

Negative reactions were awarded no points. Scoring in this
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fashion was done to maintain consistence with the original

scoring used by Jessup. When "yes" answers were assigned

three points, undecided 2 points, and no answers one point,

the overall results were not significantly different. The

net results (increases/decreases) were similar in both

scoring methods. Those scores which were highest in

numerical value were also those which displayed the

greatest satisfaction toward factors relating to the items

on the questionnaire. Once scored, baseline scores were

compared to the second iteration of the questionnaire in

both the study group and the control unit. Scores from the

third iteration of the questionnaire were compared to the

second iteration. Increases and decreases in "satisfaction

scores" of each scheduling methodology were tallied and

analyzed.



ENONOTE

I Denise Polit and Bernadette Hungler, Nursing
Research: Principles and Methods, 2nd ed.~, (Philadelphia
and Toronto: J.B. Lippincott Company, 1983), p. 152.
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CHAPTER IV

Presentation and Analysis of Data

The purpose of this study was to examine the

relationship between job satisfaction and the

implementation of an Alternate Work Schedule (AWS). This

chapter is a presentation of data obtained from debriefing

interviews with registered nurses in the study group and

from questionnaires returned by registered nurses in both

the control and study units.

Tables 1 and 2 display the raw scores of each of the

respondents, listed in random respondent order so that

anonymity may be maintained. When evaluating the scores on

the combined scales, three respondents in group A had

increases in satisfaction, scores of ten or more points.

One of the three had an increase of thirty points. Table 3

displays an analysis of the number of nurses in the study

group and the control group who demonstrated increases in

job satisfaction versus the number of nurses that did not

demonstrate an increase in satisfaction as determined by

the various scales. In each case the individual's score

during the eighth week of the study was compared to

28



TA3LE 1
RAW SCORES

CON*T5%")L GROUP: ETri .T-tiOUR SI_ E r.

Job Satisfaction SchtduLe Perception

Question 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12113 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 36(37 33

A 3 3 3 0 0 3 3 3 0 0 0 0 3 3 0 3 3 0 3 3 0 3 3 0 18 2442

B 3 0 3 1 3 0 3 3 1 1 1 1 3 0 0 0 3 0 0 3 3 3 0 0 16 1531

C 3 3 3 1 0 3 3 3 0 0 3 0 3 3 0 0 3 0 3 3 0 3 3 0 22 2143

A 1 0 0 0 1 3 3 3 1 0 1 0 1 3 0 0 1 0 3 3 0 1 3 0 13 1528

B 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 06 6 12

C 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 3 0 0 3 0 6 915

A 1 0 3 3 1 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 0 3 0 3 0 0 0 3 1 3 0 0 2213 421

B 1 0 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 3 3 0 3 0 1 3 0 1 3 3 1 1 0 23 16 45

C 1 0 3 1 3 1 3 3 0 1 3 1 1 3 1 3 1 0 1 3 3 3 1 012019 391

A 3 0 0 0 3 3 3 3 0 1 0 0 3 3 0 0 3 0 3 3 0 3 3 0 1621 37 1I
B 3 0 3 0 3 3 3 3 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 021 3241

C 000033330 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 015 015

A 3 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 0 1 3 0 3 3 0 3 3 0 0 3 0 3 0 0 11118 29

B 3 0 3 1 1 0 3 3 0 1 3 1 3 3 3 3 3 0 1 3 0 0 1 0 1920 39

C 3 3 0 3 3 3 3 3 0 3 3 0 3 3 0 3 3 0 3 3 0 3 3 0 2724 51

A 3 3 3 3 3 13 3 3 3 3 0 3 3 0 3 3 0 3 3 3 3 3 0 127 58

3 3 1 3 3 3 1 3 3 1 0 3 0 3 3 0 0 3 3 3 3 0 3 3 024 2448

C TRANSFERRED FROM UNIT

Cyf . : A = B.ase~ Line Sosore

U. :: Scres fraYn t.-!*3tn-. at oi'Thth w22k of stuiv
C .-<,wor,; at sixte: :th, wee~k of studl-

JS Joi Satisfaction
SP= Schajulc Porception



TABLE 2
RMI SCORES

STUDY GROUP: TEN-HM)UR SHIFT tI'

Job Satistfaction Sch-'}ule Perception

uestion 4 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 I11 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24136 31733

A 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 0 3 3 3 3 3 0 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3133 33 60

B 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 0 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3133 3669

33 3 6 t 6 8
C 31 33 33 331 3 33 33 33 3 33 3 333 3 2366

A 311333333 3 3 3 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 032 537

B 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 3 3 1 1 1 0 0 3 0 1 3 0 3 3 1 3213 47

C 333133331 1 3 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 30 1444

A 0 33 0 13 030 0 3 03 3 0 3 1 1 1 3 0 3 1016935

[B 01 3 013 1 30 3 3 00 3 0 1 0 3 3 3 0 3 3 1 13 20 33I I I
C 1 3 3 3 3 3 1 3 3 3 3 0 3 3 0 0 3 0 0 3 0 3 0 0 29 15 44

A 0 3 3 3 0 3 0 0 3 3 0 0 3 3 0 3 0 3 0 0 0 3121,15 36

13 3 0 3 3 3 3 3 3 0 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3130 36166

c 003333330 3 3 0 3 0 0 0 3 3 3 Q a 3 3271 14

A 113 33 3 33 3 3 3 1 1 1 0 1 3 1 1 0 1 1 3130o14 44

B 3 3 3 3 1 3 3 3 3 3 1 3 3 0 1 3 3 3 1 3 3 3 132 27 59

C 3 3 3 1 3 3 33 3 3 3 33 3 3 1 3 1 3 3 3132,32 64

,. : A Base Line Scon:
Scores froma testini at eighth ,xoek or- study
Scores at o5 . e,-r:. , ;,xw ofsu y

JS = Jd " "'ti1facion
32 = Schedul2 P. r[ceotio~n



TABLE 3

TOTAL NUMBER OF RESPONDENTS IN EACH CATEGORY
DEMONSTRATING INCREASED SATISFACTION

Job Satisfact ion Scale

INCREASE NO INCREASE TOTAL

Eight- NuPber of 2 4 6
Hour Persons

Shift Percent of
Ttl33% 66% 100%Total

Ten- Number of 3 2 5
Hour I Persons

Shift Percent of
I__ __ oa 60% 40% ] 00%! Total

S-'hedule Perception Scale

INCREASE NO INCREASE TOTAL
Number of

Eight- Persons 2 4 6
Hour

Shift Percent of 33Z 66%
Total

Number of 5

Hour Persons

Shift Percent of 100%

Total

Combined Scales

INCREASE NO INCREASE TOTAL

Eight- Nuberof 2 4 6
Hour PersonsHour

Shift Percent of 33%
3%66% 100%

Total

Number of 0
Ten- Persons0
Hour
Shift Percenit of 100% 0 300%

Total
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baseline data. Among the six control group respondents,

thirty-three percent demonstrated an increase in

satisfaction compared to sixty-six in the study group as

indicated by the job perception scale. When using the

Schedule Perception Scale or a combination of the two

scales, thirty-three percent of the control group

demonstrated an increase in job satisfaction compared to

one-hundred percent of the study group.

The question remained, what was source of the

increase in satisfaction? Could the source of the

percentage point differences simply have been the expected

sampling variation which might occur in a small sample?

Suppose a relationship was found in cross-classified sample

data. It cannot necessarily be assumed that there exists a

corresponding bivariate relationship in the population.

The cause of the sample relationship could merely be

sampling variability. In other words, the sampling

relationship could be a fluke which would disappear if the

entire population was considered. Recognizing this, a

method must be sought through which an inferential

statement about the population relationship can be made.1

Fishers E-act Test

In order to determine the significance of the

reported values, the Fishers exact test was used to test

the hypothesis:
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H No relationship exists between the
0

implementation of an Alternate Work Schedule fofmat and

increased job satisfaction.

H The implementation of an Alternate Work
a

Schedule format is associated with increased job

satisfaction.

8-hour 4a 2 6= A

10-hour 0b 5 5 = B

Since b, the smallest value observed, is zero, and

the critical value for b at the .05 level is also zero,

the null hypothesis can be rejected. The P value is .045.

It may be said, therefore, that there is a positive

relationship between the implementation of the ten-hour AWS

and an increase in job satisfaction of intensive care

nurses at the Colonel Florence A. Blanchfield Army

Community Hospital.



ENONOTE

1Wayne W. Daniel, Applied Non-parametric
Statistics, Houghten-Mifflin Co., Boston, 1978.
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CHAPTER V

Discussion and Interpretation of Data

The purpose of this study was to examine the

relationship between job satisfaction and the

implementation of an Alternate Work Schedule (AWS). Four

aspects of scheduling (coverage, stability, flexibility,

and acceptability) were examined collectively. This

chapter is a presentation of data obtained from debriefing

interviews with registered nurses in the study group and

from questionnaires returned by registered nurses in both

the control and study units.

Interpretation of Statistical Analyses

The Fishers exact test yielded evidence of

significance. Evidence exists that there was a significant

difference in the test group and the control group

following the schedule manipulation which took place. Was

this difference produced by the schedule manipulation?

This cannot necessarily be assumed since at the time of the

increase in scores of the test group (increased

satisfaction), there was an equal depression of the scores

of the control group. Was this decrease in scores

35
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artificial? Did something happen in the Department of

Nursing which caused an overall decrease in satisfaction?

If something did occur (i.e., staffing problems, change in

management policies, etc.), why was the test unit not

affected? Was the new schedule such a satisfier that it

was able to dilute the negative effects of those elements

swhich affected other Department of Nursing personnel? Or,

was the control group dissatisfied because they were aware

that a new schedule methodology was being implemented, but

they were not able to participate in the trial?

The question must also be asked: Would any schedule

manipulation have caused an increase in satisfaction simply

because it was different? Table 4 displays a plot of the

satisfaction scores of the two groups. The pattern of

change closely approximates that which is commonly found in

the phenomenon known as positive reinforcement contrast.
1

If you take two groups who are receiving approximately the

same benefit for the same work, then increase the benefits

of one group, the other will perceive their benefits as

being reduced. On the other hand, assume that you have two

groups who are receiving different benefit packages, one

higher than the other. If you increase the benefits of the

lower benefit group to a level equal to the group which

originally had the higher benefit package, the group which

had the lower benefit package to begin with will increase

productivity because they perceive their situation to be

improved. This increased rate of productivity will
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eventually taper off, but it will not return completely to

the pre-change level. This is exactly what happened in

this experiment. The Intensive Care Unit nurses perceived

their benefits and their perception of satisfaction

increased. The Labor and Delivery nurses perceived that

while another unit was being rewarded, they were not; they

demonstrated an apparent decrease in satisfaction. The

management question here is: Could productivity and job

satisfaction be increased by periodic schedule or other

benefit manipulation? How much manipulation, what kind and

how frequently must it occur to sustain productivity and

satisfaction? Is this feasible? Would the benefits

actually outweigh the costs to the organization?

Discussion of Interview and Descriptive Data

Examination of the raw data reveals some interesting

but not particularly surprising effects of the ten-hour

alternate work schedule. In the study group, all of the

staff nurses who worked the extended shift (this included

all of the staff nurses but excluded the head nurse and

assistant head nurse), exhibited an increase in overall

satisfaction scores as measured by the revised job and

schedule perception scales. The increases varied from

three to thirty points, with a mean increase of 12.2

points.

The head nurse was the only professional nurse who

did not exhibit an increase in satisfaction. This is not

surprising since neither the head nurse nor the assistant
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head nurse were able to work the extended shifts, yet were

responsible for insuring the coordination of care in a unit

whose professional staff and paraprofessional staffmembers

were on overlapping schedules. Since there were not enough

paraprofessional staff members to staff the unit on the

ten-hour shift format, they continued to work the

eight-hour shift format. This presented some added

confusion and lack of continuity. Multiple "change of

shift" reports were necessary. The design of the study

stipulated that the head nurse would continue working the

eight-hour shift in order to handle administrative duties

inherent in the head nurse position. When it was

determined that it would be necessary for the head nurse to

be absent from the work area for a major portion of the

study period, it also became necessary for the assistant

head nurse to work the eight-hour shift in order to assume

the head nurse responsibilities. While they bore the brunt

of the scheduling headaches and coordination problems

during the trial, the head nurses were not allowed to enjoy

the personal advantages of the ten-hour shift, i.e., the

extra day off each week. Other complications stemmed from

the fact that the trial period occurred during a period of

staffing problems: in addition to being generally shoft

staffed, a new nurse was being oriented to the unit; it was

necessary for the head nurse to be absent from duty for

four to five weeks; and another nurse quit work due to

added responsibilities involved in school work.
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Each of the members of the study group were debriefed

at the end of the study period. When asked if they liked

the ten-hour shift, six out of seven nurses (85.7 percent)

replied "yes". When asked if they would opt to return to

the ten-hour shift, four out of seven (57.1 percent) gave

an unqualified "yes" reply, and two out of seven (28.5

percent) gave a qualified "yes, if the whole staff could be

on the same shift and if staffing was adequate to support

the schedule more easily". One respondent said "maybe".

Extra time off was cited as the main advantage by six out

of the seven nurses on the test unit. Other comments

included the fact that they were often there for more than

eight hours when things were hectic anyway. The overlap of

staff was helpful since there was additional registered

nurse coverage while the oncoming shift made patient rounds

and checked patient records, and since questions which

arose after patient records were checked could be clarified

with the soon-to-depart staff members. Also reported as an

advantage was the fact that the staff seemed to get the

additional rest they needed. Another nurse felt that fewer

people would ask for additional unscheduled time off or

call in sick if the ten-hour shift could be retained, and

if a nurse knew that extra scheduled time off was

available, less unscheduled time off would be necessary.

Advantages from the point of view of the head nurses

stemmed from the fact that since the rest of the staff did

seem generally more satisfied during the trial
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period, this contributed to their satisfaction.

Aspects the staff did not like included the fact that

the entire staff was not able to participate in the

ten-hour shift trial. Four out of seven (fifty-seven

percent) cited this as a disadvantage when queried

independently. The other negative aspect centered around

the night shift hours. The two hour overlap of the night

shift with the day shift was felt to be excessive and,

therefore, a disadvantage. The three nurses who cited this

as a problem felt that a one-hour overlap was sufficient in

the morning and that the overlap would be better utilized

during the evening hours when staffing was shorter.

Fatigue is reported to be a possible disadvantage in

some extended shift schedules. However, Davis (1982) found

that fatigue experienced in long stretches of eight-hour

shifts was greater than that associated with even

twelve-hour shifts!2  Fatigue was not cited as being a

significant problem in this study, however. One nurse who

worked night shift reported that while the timing of the

night shift made the shift seem too long since her services

were not needed after eight a.m., she did not actually

experience more fatigue in general.

When asked if they generally felt more overall job

satisfaction during the trial period, four out of seven

nurses replied "yes," one nurse felt there had been no

change, one nurse replied "no," and one stated that the

staff in general seemed content and that the schedule
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worked well during busy times. Of those who replied "yes"

to this question, two also added that the satisfaction was

related to the extra time off. One nurse added that there

was more time to get everything done at work. In order to

assess the magnitude of other factors which could have

occurred during the trial period and contributed to the

increased satisfaction, the staff was asked to mention any

factors which could have contributed to their level of

satisfaction. Three out of seven could not think of any

factors which could have contributed to their level of

satisfaction. One of these three nurses scored the biggest

increase in the level of satisfaction (thirty points).

While two factors mentioned by one nurse occurred during

this period, these factors were not mentioned by any of the

other nurses. Another nurse cited two other factors: (1)

a change in management policies on the unit added more

structure and relieved the nurses from some decision-making

and (2) the ten-hour shift was regarded by some as a reward

for the hard work they had been doing, and made the nurses

feel that someone cared and was looking out for their best

interests.

Staff members were not the only ones who liked the

study. Supervisors and other head nurses have expressed an

interest in the ten-hour shift schedule. This alternate

scheduling format is currently being considered for future

implementation on selected nursing units at Blanchfield

Army Community Hospital. It has been shown that where
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staffing is adequate, the ten-hour shift can work in a

military setting.



ENONOTES

Interview with Anthony Golden, Ph.D., Assistant
Professor of Psychology, Austin Peay State University,
Clarksville, Tennessee, 8 June 1984.

2C. Davis, "Evaluating the 12-hour shift schedule,"

Dimensions in Health Services 59:6 (June 1982), P. 32.
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CHAPTER VI

Summary, Conclusions, Implications, and Recommendations

Summary

The purpose of this study was to examine the

relationship between the implementation of an alternate

work schedule and perceptions of job satisfaction. Twelve

registered nurses from two specialty care units at

Blanchfield Army Community Hospital participated in a study

which examined the effects of ten-hour shifts. During this

trial period six nurses on the Labor and Delivery Unit

served as the "control" by continuing to work the usual

eight-hour shift. Six nurses on the Intensive Care Unit

worked a schedule which implemented ten-hour shifts.

Perceptions of job satisfaction and work schedules were

measured three times. Perceptions were measured

immediately prior to the start of the ten-hour schedule

trial, after the study unit had been on the new schedule

for eight weeks and again after they had reverted to the

usual eight-hour schedule format.

The data producing instrument requested the nurses to

respond to a series of statements about their job and work
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schedules by indicating whether they agreed with the

statement, disagreed with the statement, or could not

decide. Structured interviews with nurses on the study

unit probed for answers to questions which were not

specifically covered by the questionnaire and which applied

only to the ten-hour shift and in general terms.

Conclusions

The following conclusions may be drawn from this

study of the ten-hour shift:

1. The nurses were willing to experiment with a new

scheduling format.

2. Nurses who took part in the ten-hour shift trial

expressed overall satisfaction with this scheduling

modality. Most of these nurses would like to go back to

this format if the entire staff could be included.

3. Implementation of a ten-hour schedule format

appeared to increase overall job satisfaction in the nurses

who tried it, i.e., schedule patterns do relate to job

satisfaction.

Implications and Recommendations

This study explored the perceptions of nurses about

their job satisfaction during the first known trial of the

ten-hour shift in a patient care unit located in an Army

Health Care Facility. The fact that schedule patterns do

appear to relate to job satisfaction is certainly germane.

Since greater satisfaction was found with the ten-hour

shift, nurse managers should consider utilizing this
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schedule format when possible, in order to increase overall

job satisfaction levels. Alternate work schedules should

be further examined with a view to extending their use.

Further investigation should be carried out: (1) with a

larger sample, (2) with paraprofessional personnel as well

as with professional staff members, (3) in more than one

hospital and more than just specialty care areas, and (4)

for longer periods of time since the effects of long-term

extended shifts on nurses in military hospitals is

incompletely documented and assessed. It is also

recommended that future studies with larger samples examine

the effects of specific demographic characteristics.

Quality of care indicators, staff turnover rates and

absenteeism should be examined conjointly with perceptions

of job satisfaction. It is further recommended that nurse

managers involve staff nurses from the beginning, when

schedule manipulations are considered, for there is

evidence to suggest that greater success can be achieved

when nurses are encouraged to participate in these policy

decisions.



APPENDIX A

LETTER: COLONEL DONALD H. TRIANO, MSC
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
HEADQUARTERS. UNITED STATES ARMY HEALTH SERVICES COMMAND

FORT SAM HOUSTON. TEXAS 78234

PEPMV TO

ATTKNTION OF: S: 29 April 1983

RSPE-CS

SUBJECT: Alternatives to Meet Nursing and Ancillary Support Requirements

Comnanders
HSC Activities

1. Reference:

a. Letter, HSPE-CM, HQ HSC, 12 October 1982, subject: Civilian Personnel
Management Program, FY 83-85+.

b. DA Circular 690-82-3, Civilian Personnel Management Program FY 83-85+,
1 December 1982.

c. Letter, HSPE-CM, HQ HSC, 8 September 1983, subject: Continuation of
Alternative Work Schedules.

2. Program and budget guidance for the coming fiscal years indicates that
no additional resources will be allocated in the foreseeable future. Managers
will be faced with an increasing workload with fewer resources and a concur-
rent requirement to reduce costs. Costs in certain areas (i.e., CHAMPUS)
have continued to escalate and must be reduced. With these goals in mind, we
are exploring many possibilities.

3. References a and b identify priority goals, areas of special emphasis,
support actions, and prescribe operating program objectives to assist com-
manders in managing the Army's civilian work force. Among the objectives in
reference b is a ratio of 1:80 part-time career employees to full-time career
employees in the US. Maximum use of part-time career employees will not only
provide improved employment opportunities and representation in the workforce
for special groups, but may also be a valuable tool for keeping units fully
staffed with personnel with the needed skills. In reference c, all HSC
activities were advised ow existing authority to use flexibilities in sched-
u!,ing work days and weeks4 Organizations which have implemented self-
scheduling programs and alternative work schedules (AWS) have experienced an
increase in employee productivity and morale, and a decrease in tardiness,
sick leave usage, and turnover. Commanders should explore the use of self-
scheduling concepts and AWS, specifically flexible or compressed work schedules,
since the advantages cited above could provide assistance in accomplishing the
requirement for doing more with less.
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SUBJECT: Alternatives to Meet Nursing and Ancillary Support Requirements

4. The use of incentives to reward good work has also proven to be effective
in improving morale and reducing turnover. Numerous studies have shown it is
considerably more cost effective to initiate positive actions to retain criti-
cal employees such as nurses than to undergo nonproductive periods while
recruiting and training replacements. Reviews of award nominations indicate
that nurses, as a group, receive less recognition than an other comparable
occupational category. This absence of recognition has been identified as
one of several factors which contribute to an exceptionalty high turnover rate.
While we recognize that,historically, nurses are a somewhat mobile group, an
effective recognition program could serve to reduce turnover. Recognition
programs need not always involve monetary awards. A "Nurse of the Month" or
"Nurse of the Year" program, with peer group involvement in the selection
process, has proven to work well. Peer group involvement is important since
the desired effect can only be achieved if the recognition goes to those
respected by the group. Recognition of both clinical and administrative
skills should be emphasized.

5. Reduction of injury compensation costs by 5 percent from the FY 1982 level
and reduction of average sick leave use for US citizen employees by 5 percent
from FY 1982 levels are operating objectives whichif substantially met,will
have tangible results in terms of savings, cost avoidance, and increased pro-
ductivity. Your annual leave policies should also be reviewed to determine
if leave is being approved and used in a prudent manner such as assuring full
coverage during peak times and scheduling leave during periods when employees'
services can best be spared.

6. Improved performance management is needed in many areas, including develop-
ment and use of sound performance standards that enable management to encourage
and measure productivity improvements, efficiencies and cost savings. Greater
emphasis on military and civilian suggestions which reduce costs or produce
greater efficiencies is also an area where increased management involvement
and support may produce the desired results.

7. Another area for consideration is the possible use of nursing pools
established through the use of Intermittent (WAE) Appointments to cover peak
workloads or fluctuations in workloads. In order to determine the feasibility
of this approach, request you consult with your servicing civilian personnel
office (CPO) and make a determination of the number of nurses available for
ittermittent employment in your area and provide that information to HQ HSC,
ATTN: HSPE-CS by 29 April 1983. The use of overtime (OT) on a recurring
basis is another possibility. The judicious use of overtime can be very cost
effective if it precludes hiring additional employees and the loss of effi-
ciency due to fatigue. Using overtime in lieu of hiring temporary employees
generates no additional leave costs, no additional benefit costs, no require-
ment for additional support personnel and there is no loss in productivity
during an orientation phase.

2
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SUBJECT: Alternatives to Meet Nursing and Ancillary Support Requirements

8. Managers will be challenged to accomplish their missions within the
constraints dictated by these budgetary decisions and innovative personnel
managemen. practices will be required. Future planning should take into con-
sideration the expectation that workload will increase while you are striving
toward a goal to reduce your cost per patient. This can only be accomplished
through increased productivity and efficiency.

9. Comments on alternatives considered or employed should be reported to
HQ HSC, ATTN: HSPE-C, within 30 days of receipt of this letter. POC is
Mr. Glen Olson, AUTOVON 4714631.

FOR THE COMMANDER:

DONALD H. TRIANO
Colonel, MSC
Chief of Staff

II
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APPENDIX B

APPROVAL OF AWS TRIAL FROM LABOR/MANAGEMENT



DEPARTM,NT OF THE ARMY
HEADGUARTEi-S 1C1S7 AIRFORNE LiVISiON (AIR ASSAULT) AND FORI CAMPBELL

FORT CA'.'PEELL, KENTUCKY 42223

REPLY TO December 7, 1983
ATTENTION. OF:

Office of Civilian Personnel

Mr. Marvin C. Wallace
President, American Federation of

Government Employees Local 2022
Post Office Box 3
Fort Campbell, Kentucky 42223

Dear Mr. Wallace:

An Alternative Work Schedule Plan/Compressed Work Week for the Intensive
Care Unit, Blanchfield Hospital, is enclosed for your review/comments and/or
agreement.

The initial plan is to establish a two-month trial period beginning
in early January 1984. The plan (see page 2) includes both military and
civilian employees, both professional and nonprofessional.

Request I be informed on/before 16 December 1983 of your agreement
with the plan. Please ask me to help you with any question you may have
about the plan.

Sincerely,

Labor Relations Officer I1 -

Enclosure

Cc • /; .-

... ........... . . . -- " l I I I I I I I l l I I I I
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IISFE-CM (I Dec 83) 1st Ind
SUBJECT: Alternative Work Schedule for Intensive Care Unit Nurses and Para-

professional Personnel

HQ, US Army Health Services Command, Ft Sam Houston, TX 78234 2 . - '

TO: Commander, USA MEDDAC, Ft Campbell

1. Your request for approval of a test alternative workfchedule (AWS) con-
sisting of four 10-hour days per week is approved. This ppproval covers the
ICU nursing unit and the test will terminate on 4 March 1984.

2. Computation of premium pay for the compressed work schedule is based on
provisions of Section 6128 of PL 97-221. Current regulations apply for night
pay and overtime hours in excess of the approved compressed work schedule.

3. Request that HSC be provided a copy of the post-test study or evaluation.
HSC point of contact is Mr. Joe Gray, AV 471-6615. Prior to implementation,
please verify with your servicing CPO that you have agreement with AFGE Local
2022 that the AWS is being established on a test basis and will end 4 March 1984.

FOR THE COMMANDER:

I Incl '. . GRAY
nc M Colonel, AGC

Adjutant General

2
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REATMEN T OF THE ARMY

f HEADOUAITERS MEOICAL DEPAHTMENT .ACTIVITY

FORT CAMP8 .LL. KENTUCKY J'ZZ 3

ECPLY TO

ATTE NTION OF

RSqZ' -NO 1 December 1983

SUBJECT: Alternative Work Schedule for Intensive Care Unit Nurses and Para-
profezsional Personnel

Commander
US Army Health Services Command
ATTN: HSPE-C
Fort Sam Houston, Texas 78234

1. An Alternate Work Schedule trial is proposed for an eight-week period
beginning 9 January 1984. This trial will be conducted in the Intensive Care
Unit, Colonel Florence A. Blanchfield Army Coumunity Hospital, Fort Campbell,
Kentucky. It is anticipated that this schedule will have a very positive
impact on the morale of the Intensive Care Unit and will not negatively impact
us in any way. We are prepared to mcnitor several aspects of productivity to
ensure that it remains at the same level or increases appropriately.

2. In requesting approval of this alternative work schedule, I have inclosed
an Information Paper which should be of v4e in evaluating our request.

1 Incl ROBERT J. KREUTZMM" M.D.
as Colonel, MC

Commanding
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IN FOP2CAT IO:J PAPER

2 Decei,:ber 1983

S U l.CT .".zer.naie rSchedule for Civil Service Nurses and faraprofe:.5ioma
:taff "embers, Colonel Florence A. Blanchfield A-my Coi..unity HospiLal,
Fort Ca:-1bell, Kentucky

1OC: L.R. ._ '.SSERSCKr1IDT, COL, ANC, Chief, Depariment of Nursing -

. ,e would like to implement the proposed Alternative Work Schedule (AWS) from
0Z January 1934 and continue through 3 March 1984.

2. The proposed schedule is to be worked as an official experimental program.

3. The nursing unit involved in the AWS trial is the ICU; the following numbers
aind types of staff will be involved:

Professional Paraprofessional

Civilian: .AX( 6 3

Military: ,AK 4 8

4. The ICU is an 3-bed multi-purpose unit whose major function is to care for.
tLhose patients most in need of close observation due to physical illness and
POStoperative condition. Routine patient care activities as well as Physiologic/
he'modynamic monitoring and ventillatory augmentation and emotional support are
cumon functions of this unit. Tw;enty-four hour coverage is required on a daily
"asis.

5. The A!4S trial is at the request of the nurse researcher; the purpose is to
,X..:<aine, in a scholarly manner, the answer to the question: "Does the im.plemen-
atjion of Alternate Work Schedules have a positive effect on job satisfaction
of nurses at Colonel Florence A. B]anchfield Army Community Hospital?" A
rucnt study involving Army nurses worldwide revealed great dissatisfaction
::0rng nurses, specially relating to time scheduling and staffing. This study
then is an attempt to discover if AWS is a practical solution to this dis-
';it-sfler. Current work schedules at Colonel Florence A. blnchfield Army

,unty Ho;pltal follow the traditional 40-hour (8-hour per day, 5-day) work
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2 e:.'r ;9

page 2

6. Tine .A.ccc;!nting Procedure

a. Th, A.ternate -rk Sch-i-ule utilized will be:

Four, 10-hour days per week or (8-10 hour periods per two-week pay
period). An example of this proposed Schedule is as follows:

SUN MON TUE WED ThU FRI SAT SUN MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT SU,-!a us O I i" I 'I / *1 , A
IkadNurse DO 1 1 1 1 1 DO DO 1 1 1 1 1 DO

1 DO 2 2 2 DO DO DO DO 2 2 2 DO DO

2 3 3 3 3 3 DO DO DO 1 1 1 DO DO DO

3 2 DO DO DO 1 2 2 2 DO DO DO 1 2 2

4 DO 1 1 1 DO DO DO 3 3 3 3 3 DO DO

5 Part-time DO DO DO DO DO 3 3 DO DO DO DO DO 3 3

6 Part-time 11 1

7 1 i DO DO 1 DO DO 1 1 DO 00

I = 0700-1730
I = 0700-1530
2 = 1400-0030

3 = 2300-0930

b. Published time schedules will be adhered to. Exceptions will be only as
authorized by the head nurse and only when essential. Attendance will be moni-
tored by the nurse in charge and the Department of Nursing supervisor on a daily
bjsis.

c. Overtime hours in excess of those which may already be occurring are not
.nticipated. In the event that overtime is necessary, it will be requested in
advance, recorded as compensatory time worked, and paid back as compensatory time
within 13 pay periods. The AWS trial is initiated subsequent to the provisions
of PL 97-221.

1. As per conversation with Mfr. Wallace, President of AFGE Local 2022, there is
positive reaction to the proposed trial. An agreement has been reached bet.'een
Labor and M•,anagerient to facilitate the AWS on a trial basis for the purpose of
this study.

4 - - - . . . . . ... - ~ -. ... .-. ... . .. ,-
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.3. Eenefit- raiued!Anticipated:

a. Efficiency of govecrnment operations

(1) M>h.rale: An increase in morale is anticipated. Studies done in

other civilian facilities have demonstrated positive results.

(2) Job Satisfaction: Previous studies have d'.~onstrated increased

job satisfaction due to A4S.

(3) Leave Usage: Since more days per week are available to the
employee for personal use, leave usage, particularly use of. sick leave, should

decrease.

(4) Overtime Hours: Since the employees have more hours during which
to complete assignments, overtime should not increase, but rather, has been
shown in previous studies to decrease.

b. General Effects

More days off per pay period should lead to more tinie available for
personal use and family activities.

9. No.special problems are anticipated.

]9. Adverse agency impact is not anticipated.

..... ............ .. . . , i , mm n dmm mm H | i l
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-ev ise-,, jo'-_Per ceL ;_z2

Think of your present job. How well does each of the
following words or phrases describe your job? In the
blank beside each word or phrase, put:

_ if it describes your job

N if it does NOT describe your job

? if you cannot decide

JOB PERCEPTIONS

My present salary is satisfactory

___ Even if I could make more money in another hospital

nursing situation, I am more satisfied here because
of the working conditions

There is a good deal of teamwork and cooperation on
this unit

_ There is adequate time to discuss patient care problems
with other hospital personnel

The physicians at this facility generally understand

and appreciate the nursing staff

I have enough energy to do my job well

_ I get a sense of satisfaction from the work I do in this
job

I am encouraged to participate in continuing education
programs

I am given adequate time in which to participate in
continuing education programs V

There is enough time during my shift to complete my
work assignment

i am satisficd with the overall quality of care given

here

There is a6equate time to teach patients and families
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Revised Schedule Perception Scales

Think of your present schedule. How well does each of the

following words or phrases describe your schedule? In the
blank beside each word or phrase, put:

Y if it describes your schedule

N if it does NOT describe your schedule

? if you cannot decide

SCHEDULE PERCEPTIONS

Work the shifts I want

Can make plans based on it

Too few staff

Changes often

Can't get the schedule I want

Always short staffed

I like it

Shows favoritism

Provides even staffing

Get the days off I want

I dislike it

Usually enough staff
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PERSONAL DATA

1. Len. th of time in nursing: 6. I work:

1) less than 1 year 1) rotating shifts
2) 1 to 2 years 2) a permanent shift
3) 3 to 5 years
4) 6 to 10 years 7. My a*e is:
5) 11 to 15 years
6) 16 to 20 years 1) less than 25 years
7) more than 20 years 2) 25 to 30 years

3) 31 to 40 years
2. Length of time in current job: 4) 41 to 50 years

5) 51 to 60 years
1) less than 12 months 6) greater than 60 years
2) 13 to 23 months
3) 2 to 4 years 8. 4y sex is:
4) 5 to 7 years
5) more than 7 years 1) female

2) male

3. My basic nursing education was:
9. Marital status:

I) Associate degree

2) Diploma 1) unmarried
3) Baccalaureate degree 2) married

4. The hihest level of education 1 10. Indicate if you have children
achieved is: in any of these age brackets:

1) High school or equivalent 1) 0 to 23 months

2) Associate degree 2) 2 to 5 years

3) Diploma 3) 6 to 10 years

4) Baccalaureate degree 4) 11 years and older
5) Masters degree
6) Other

5. 1 am:

1) Active military
2) Civilian
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DEPARTMENT OF NURSING PERSONNEL



A re c,!..- d(tji: Oni~ os nut5es.Pct indi'2.ates tia. t-ie schedules .,r,!

r'z.z~ 'ya ~ eof dissatisf act..n~ ttnonq aealth c,:r~c I~pyo. L iS muy
int~r~ to~xs Wlxer iler or no" ~atv work sched~ules h:.ve a Po~~t~v'_

on er..o'esa!tifacti'.. In -rier to --o t'his, I wi;.1 betonduic-.in-,q
I sl:: 'e:.,; u-v :t Coi c re F tureco r. o .nch 1'. (IdA::

A. .I r..! ''i k s :! d I e. s % hc.c*,i pop -uIa r in r the c ~i Ii.., r c um;T.u r,, t; v
he iscctjcr~ 5rc 1nfu.r-:5.it: on vailable i;.r th'e litera-Lare about aiturn,- .

su C.lin,;. .~. t. '~e ri s'-;die: have don(- 1:. rliiitary hospitiAls.
E: Lhmt this sivwill --~ o fillL this void. a

x VC:'J::.Z -C e-i;;g wbiet is meant by "Aitern-atc Wori;Sce-uls
zn. errm i.- ai~v- ':y i ~~Se~vices Zcorin-2c to designat(e th(.sL- work sched. _cz

'..i~i~nl~Z atcrtb.;i henormal 8-hour day foz 5 days per week. The 8~lay;ch-
I~~Arvy CoT-r.7.ity ~:2tl(BACH) study will in.clude bzoth a 10-hour day a-:i

a 12-hou.r day. Both ! e- li:. alterna~tives will include the normal 80-hour ray
.~±~J. The -: ial :ri-JW'11 last 12 wee-ks.

~~~~~i :iC~ u -~ ro~r the .'r'begirr.Lrg s~c,-c this St ldy'
a'16 atrl:t c O~ nurs~iL.f -- :voiel arE i-nmonq o_ r mcst valu,.2jle renc-rccs

-s,3tisf _ ion is -1 T:na ry A& ~ ttached tco this letter is a
i C! .!;J. I*.TiI in~ zhir 's:t -ar are uetisabout 'nc.%w -ou Pc.zr.

C. I at 1X) u ,:I I7 .. 0 in _~i :Ii~v.itive work y(_,l &ivy X~'u
res. -se 'zI t o c.AIn '-.. r4 into your questicns about u- st'&:y so t-tth~

t'5canif Lc: dks,:(red t~yuur rtifsic-tion. OteI0- coACInts. .boUt the2 StLl,'y
-ire 21.-. weizomne.

M:c,.t !_eople vant to know -it. leai-t t.;u things: fl) H!ow will this :ffL-ct nv'
i a'? (2) *,h a t a1o u t t i --e o f 1.?

First, there sho-uld be no siqaificant change in pay. Alternate Nork Sz:hodules
a--( established under PL 97-221, Fedoral Employees Flexible ,rnd Compressed Wc:-k
5:chedules Ac~t of 1982.

Second, one of the advantages of Alternate Work Schedulinq is that employees
have mnore days off and enjoy the subseq.uent benefits of this fact.

Please an:;w.er the questicns on the next page and return to the Head Nurse,
Aursirng Supervisor, or Department of N;ursing. If you desire an immediate reply
to any partictular res:Yonse, please put your name and wrd ntur--ber on the question-
!.31re and I will a-s% 'r as soon as possible. The nuriber on the survey is to enF-are
i-.:iat all e~mrloy(ees have h~id the ch.:nce to respond and to be sure responses are nout
lost.

Yojr iP:art: cipatio.- i! -inccrc:-_y appreciated.

T i:You!

Admirnistraz.ive 'vesidcent
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- } p. .(Lr. Lh_ :z,! r: . cip te in . v j.tu : or, the effeclt _f Ai:el;a-:
iJok !;z-.LL /¢ ,d u 1c - :.'% [."L jcu . i: 1:.3 : f'.t )n, ',oui J ¥ 'a X~

v. 'i d :boat .hc ii,.. - " : o , -. t-:,?I
C|

.Do 'ou .'e any i.;c-stions libout the study, the part you wi!l :,crhaps have

Yc s No

If es , ple se list your questions and/or comments.

Yo; ma. tcJr.hr inc.t ex. 4d or any iifrf.rmatior yt .i nI lihoe c I i fied.

Til'U2y YOU!,

14%RY BETH JO; NSC.'
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LETTER: MAJOR JAMES WARREN JESSUP, ANC



DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
, ,, , ! U. S. ARMY MEDICAL DEPARTMENT ACTIVITY

FORT DIX. NEW JERSEY 08640

MMJ James W. Jessup
180 Grove Park
Fort Dix, N.J. 08640
16 Oe 83

MAJ Mary Beth Johnson
520 Hay Market Road
Clarkesville, PN 37043

Dear Mary Beth,

As you requested, I am sending you a copy of my Schedule Perception

Scale for your use. The Scale that I am sending is a revision of my

original one that shortens the questionnaire and removes some redundant

questions. The reliability scores of the revised Scale are similar to

the original one, especially if you use it as one entity - rather than

a composite of subscales as I at first designed it.

I've aloo enclosed copies of the scoring guide, the reliability

scores and a write up of why I decided to revise the questionnaire.

If I can find it I'll also enclose a copy of the reliability scores

from my second use of the Scale (actually it's first use in the

revised format). I 'm also working on getting my entire thesis photocopied

for you. I should be able to get it out in a week or so.

I am curious about how you found out about my study. When and where

did you first hear of it? I was so surprised, pleasantly so, by your

call that I didn't even think to ask you any questions about how you found

my thesis. I haven't published anything yet, so I know it was not through

the literature that you found me. I am more than happy to share my findings

with you. I would also be interested in reading the results of your study.

Please keep me in mind for a copy or your results.

If I can be of any furthier help, please feel free to call me, either

at work - AUTOVON 944-3051/4297/4790 or Comercial (609) 562-etc, or at home-

(609) 723-0483. I'm usually home until 1430 or so most days if that

is more convenient for you.

Sincerely yours

S /7
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Part IV: Revised JDI-type Schedule Perception Scale

Think of your present schedule. How well

does each of the following words or phrases,

describe your schedule? In the blank beside
each word or phrase, put

Y if it describes your scliedule

IV if it does NOT describe your schedule

2 if you cannot decide

..... ... . ...........

SCHEDULE PERCEPTIONS

Y Work the shifts I want

.__Can irake plans based on it

N Too few staff

N Changes often

N Can't get the schedule I want

N Always short staffed

Y I like it

M Shows favcritism

Y Provides evcn staffing

Y Get the days off I want

N I dislike it

Y Usually enough staff

POINT VALUES,

3 Y on a Y question or N on an N ,ouestion.

I ? on any question,

0 * N on a Y question or Y on an N question.

Scoring is in the satisfied direction. The higher
the score the wore satisfied the individual.
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~ -- ~\DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
/ "' HEADQUARTERS MEDICAL Df.PAMTMENT ACTIVITY

FORT CAMPBELL. KENTUCKY 422)3

PLY TO )'):cr:±er 7, 1963
ATT rNTION or.;

'Executive Officer

SUBJECT: Alternate Work Schedules

Intensive Care Unit Staff

US Army Medical Department Activity
Fort Campbell, Kentucky 42223

Dear Colleague:

Congratulations! This unit has been selected to participate in a

trend-settin.,g occasion--a study' involving the iLple::ientat ion of Aitornate
Work Schedules, specifically, a 1-hour shift, S) hours per pay period--an
average of 4 days per week. This is the only military hospital to ever

attempt such a feat! Other hospitals have gone to 12 hour days, but none
have tried 10 hour days.

The purpose of the study is to answer the question: "does the imple-
mentation of Alternate Work Schedules increase job satisfaction in nursing
personnel". It has been shown that perceptions about time schedules are

related to job satisfaction. Response to my initial questionnaire was

positive and I hope that you will enjoy participation in the study. There
-ay be some who are not wild about the idea. I need your input too! This

is such a new concept for military hospitals that there is no data on

whether or not people will like it or if it will work. This is the only

way to find out. If you don't think you'll like it, I need your partici-

pation even more. This is everyone's chance to say, I love it or I hate

it. The local union is very interested in your reaction to the trial, as

are the folks at Health Services Comand, the Army Nurse Corps Career

Activity Office, as well as the chiefs here. This is history folks, so I

-ask your support in thiA endea'6r. Ten months of planning has gone into

this study...now I need two months of your tire and so7.e personal reactions.

Remember, the purpose of this study is to benefit you! You are our c."ost

important asset.

A COl)v of the 12tcrnd.l r. .. .ul Plan _, eJ on t'.he L, for

your information. 'Tanv .it your .cstions should Ec c,'.er(ed in 4L .

questions will be answered f" .. this letter.
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I am cl 1(:..Clt..,- cLjL i 1 x: , v ,o,. t.- A.' 1

(I elwe ft Le ;.tttatyo y xii'first

flianC- y ou ve~ry muci lor ,our cccper~ttiozz and supporz

IVL4O 1:T C C I k.
"ary ZethJTn'n
..ajor, A r m1.1 N~urse Corps
J~iiteti States Ar~i-ikiy,-lr r;ru
Liilth Care Ajinistration
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I. Q: What hours would the shifLs operate?

A: (1) 0700-1730
(2) 1239-0o30
(3) 2300-0930

T!s aI l .;.: cv. r j , fjr .;'. .m y LtU s of C;e d.lay.

2. Q: How many days a ". h would ycur work?

A: Typically 4-5 days per w2e:. icmember, you may oniy work 60 hours
per 2-reek period. Thereforc, you must have 6 days off for each 6
days worked.

3. Q: What would happen with pay or. holidays?

A: This is essentially unchan-ed (see AWS Plan) . The only difference is
that thu holiday is 10 hours rather than 8.

4. Q: Ma-, we choose the shift?

A: Time schedules are being prepared based on requests already made
in the time book. Requests are certainly allowed but must be made
in a timely manner.

5. Q: What about part-time folks?

A: The two part-time nurses will split the one full-time equivalent and
work two days each.

6. Q: When do we start?!

A: The new schedule will start at 0700 hours on 8 January 1984 and run
for two weeks.

7. Q: I need to work weekends for school. Will AWS accommodate this?

-A: You should notice an improvement in that you will have three days off
per week rather than two. That gives you more time off to do personal
things.

8. Q: What are some other advantages?
S

A: (1) save money ontgas since one trip to and from work is eliminated
(2) more off duty time
(3) other hospitals report that job satisfaction seems increased

(4) communication with other shifts increases
(5) more tire to complete tasks during normal shift
(6) time for teaL, conferenzes, written care plans, inservice education
(7) better arrangement of staff to provide more nursing personnel

during peak periods
(8) provides a means of scheduling moxe days off together for the

staff and avoiding long work stretches of six and seven days
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adprescribes prccL:±.jreY. : .-. r : isig -:eLLr. I(..

%.,or: wcer: 'n tao InOsieCire C0101it * C lo rim ne A.-BwiifILd~r

Con~u-i ty iiospi1tal , In Lccordanc c .i th tiic prov isrionr c2 f the 1-%.dc~r. I

..npIo'e e s Flexib)lo ard- Com-prc-sef' .- ork Scliedclc Act of 1932 (ublic L.:

97-221).

2. CFJ E CT 1VJS.

a.±h aJ-ctiv, ofC 0 t:;e m. Plan is to provide benelits to th!

c--.ployees . '..ork aceue ~.uUbe established so that each organization

;)a' tile maxi-';r.- Cem:loVee ct:,er1t possible, durinu as tiea band as

possible, takins' into cons iderat --'onimission require.-ents and available

mannower.

b. Enployees can acco-nnodate personal appointment-S V.ithout us!ing

leave and can shane their schiedules to enable them to spend more time

with Cieir families ajnd ini cther -ursuits.

2.APPLICABILITY. -This ivemoran-dum applies to the fol iowin?- perronncl

within headquarters, LXS. Army aihServices Col-.u.anu' wiho work ill tL

Intensive Care Unit, Colcnel N!;rE..ce A. "lnh c .n om~nty
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CPT Susan Conncr

CPT Susan -radiey

CPT Jack Jolnston

:Irs. Avz± Ad,:.s

Mrs. Cindy Drake

.Mrs. Sy]vh .;olde

Mrs. Zora Slaughter

Mrs. Marlenc Taylor

Mrs. Frances Wall

SP6 Michael Beshears

SP4 Marv Jackson

SP4 "ark Hocer

SP5 Vir, inca ::'rjan

SP4 Brenda Stripling-

PFC Karlcen .i;Jckson

PFC Barbara Smith

PFC :Iichael 'tears

Mr. Roosevelt Jefferson

Ar. Jimmie IMelton

Mrs. Evelyn ,oberts

Ars. Edna Gafford
S

4. Definitions.

a. Compressed Work Sch.d.ule: A work schculae comprised of a T-;0ur

day, 80 hours per p.iv periud. .,3i work per:,:-.d ' an employee?

this basic work require-mient is considered rcTu:ri scheduled wo .

premiumi pa- and hours of duty purposes.

2
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*. .. % %*.* "- "*"C 
:  

- *"-
c C. I :H

Si /' I ' ,i

,icad ::urse . . j " 'O 1' .

I I I

4 '3 DO 31'1 .I Q 3' 1 3@:

7I i D
5 P1 ' ) O 3 3,0 DO i 'D00 D '.5 art-tine! O D O iO',D O D 30 DO 0DO 3

6 Part-timne L. , 1 !I

7 , 110 .01 1;1 Ojf,

Ct,,c: 1 = O073O

1' = 0700-1530
2 1400-0030

3 - 2300-0930

S :., 0"'. TUE "-ED TI!U FRI ,7,'.T

A' X 1 X X1I !

x I 1 2 2

I -
I I I

2 2 . 2 J 2 X I

3 3 3! 3

3 I, 3 i X :: 3 3 : :

(2) '

Code: - 7:~2 .'.M.!. to 3:3 i'.'.
= 1:T) .o. t I I:3> P.".

S= 9:19 n " tO 7 ?,': !.'"'

X = Days off

• This shift , not covered in tie uri i-.;:l sample.

" I -- F ': I ' ' ' . .. .... ... ,- ' -- -' . .. . . " ' ' ... ... . .. .. . .. .. .. ..
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. POLICY.

a. Compressed 1,ork Sc'icLuie is autiLorized i:,rov.' t:e :

operation, increase productivic,,, i.-irove moralc. Jrcrcase/elL.i, "

ness, reduce cQ:Xccssive rU.;->'r tr ,fic, an'- eniK; e ,'ec .,.

utilization.

b. Except as described heren. Compressed 'Y'ork Schedule does not ;V..r

other applicable laxfs ana retulations concernin? the utilization of .

overtime/comiensatory time, or the rights of cmployees.

c. Shifts.

1 = 0700-1730
1 = 0700-1530
2 1400-0030
3 = 2300-0930

d. Deviation from the established Compressed Work Schedule may be

approved by the supervisor upon request from an employee at least one ,

prior to the posting of the monthly schedule.

e. Employees are permitted to work up to a maximum of ten hours per

day and must account for ar least 80 hours per pay period.

6. RESPON:SIBILITIES.

a. The Head Nurse, Intensive Care Unit will:

(1) Continue record-keeping procedures which include, as a minimum,

schedules in use and number of employees covered by the Alternate Work

Schedule. Respond to, requests for data as required.

(2) Continue present method of accounting for tine worked in

accordance with applicable regulations.

(3) Formulate monrhjiv time schedules.

" "" • m i II I • I II .
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:• ,.;-t r',' scrsn w,': . "1 ,' . : , so,, rov ..: pr,- : tz:d ,.c;... .c .u, .

takinp into a.ccount rissicn ruir;e:;ts.

trainin. _sions, , sLc-a i , ie S and othir -; : r7:

for his/her presence:.

7. PROC-)UL:S•

a. Te head nursei will sulnit a proposed 7onthly work fchcduh, :or

approval by the i;.5-ediate supervinor. Thereafter, anY proposed change t

the monthly schedule will be subrmitted by the employee by '.onday prior LO

the be-inninc. of a ne, -monthlv schieduJe.

b. in I::strinces .:r: u In: orL t c ! conferc:)ces, ::cetin', , or ',t.::r

wor.:o.t.ontS ;rase t:Lt rtwtiu't e L:.O presence of an -. lo.'ee,

visors should coordinate with the c:.piyee in revisino the work schedule

-f necessary. If a rcvision canniot be made due to tif.e intation and

attendance by the emnln'.ee is considered essential, overti .c or compen-

satory time may be employed in accordance with applicable re,;ulations.

c. If excused absence is granted because of hazardous weather or

other emergency conditions, the amount of excused absence shall be based

on the employee's approved work schedule in effect for the period covert:d

by the excused absence. For example, if a delayed opening until 1100 hours

is required, an employee who normally reports for work at 0700 hours will

be excused for four hours.

d. Holiday Rules for Irregular Hours: A full-tire employee on a 4/4')

work schedule wio is relieved or prevented fruw w-ri: Cn z- dnv des '

as a hoiidav Is entitled to pay with respect to tha.,t d;iy eOr ten ',ours. in

accordance with AR 30-105:

• • mm m I |5



observed as the holiday.

(2) ",en 8 ,,.iidws f ls on a Sundav and Il~tl lo'.-.' ".

uoes not incluuc Su:,-.- , Lhe ne:-: ...er:d,.y '.:1 :., ..9 .

(3) When tiue huljidav falls on a dav tCiat iP. the eprlo- c ,

in place of Sunday (first off-day) , the n.,:t vor;,av Lill be tIe ,

When the holiday i;lls on the ennlcyee's second off-day, thc prec "

workdav will be the holiday.

(4) The occurrence of holidays may not affect the desi naL.-'n of

the basic workweek, except that vhen a holiday occurs on a Monday, :jm

holiday may bc sc--eduied as a Uav within the basis workweek for . pc,-: t:,(

who have a rnor;: i basic ,:orki.:eek of Tuesday through Saturday. i -ceeer.

Tuesdav will be .3 nonx:orhdav. Thzis means that Sundy-,v ond Tuesday v.-iiM 'e

nonworkdays and Xonday, a workday, will be treated in the usual manner ar'li-

cable to a holiday that fall's on a workday.

e. Part-time enployees. Eligible part-time employees who cannot ":orl

on a regularly scheduled workday because of a holiday observance will receive

base pay for the hours of work scheduled.

f. For a part-time employee, if a holiday falls on a day durin'; his/her

compressed verk sche.dule, the employee is entitled to pay for tic nu:nber of

hours he/she was scheduled to work on that day not to exceed ttn Ii,.rs. A

part-time employee isnot entitled to an "in lieu of" holiday if a

falls on a nonworkday.

g. Time off durin 3n E62p1oyee's basic work rcquilrements !I;st be cared

to the appropriate lcve catz--,rv ".]ess thr cr,io-'ce i!; ,utnl,(_Oi. ,. **:-E . o

compensatory tiin., or e:.custd abs ice. A Icave char;.e is for L., :r vf

aours which an employee was scheduuled to work on th,it day. 'Co . ,,., if

6
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C( c E';T TO PATICIPATP I:N A'JS .T.L

Colonel Florenca A. Bla;chfield Army CHosuuity ionpital

I _agree to participate in the

Alternate Work Schedule study at Coienel Florence A. Blanhfieid Armny Com-

irunity Hospital during the period 5 December 1933 through May 1984. I

understand that participation is voluntary and that the following requirem:g.5

are involved once I agree to participate.

1. Complete pre-test relating to job satisfaction during the month

of December 1983.

2. Adhere to ten-hour Alternate Work Schedule as published by the head

nurse during the period 9 January 1984 through 3 March 1984. (8 weeks)

3. Revert to previous eight-hour day schedule on 4 March 1984.

4. Complete post-test survey 5-16 March 1984.

5. Complete additional post-test survey between 1-4 May 1984.

Additionally, I understand that: (1) the purpose of this study is to

determine whether or not the implementation of AWS has a positive effect on

job satisfaction of Department of Nursing personnel; (2) my participation in

this study is greatly appreciated; (3) only Major Mary Beth Johnson will have

access to responses in the Questionnaire and that all data will be destroyed at

the completion of this project, not later than 1 September 1984; (4) all data

will be presented as group data; (5) 1 will not be identified in any way; a:.d

(6) a copy of this prgject will be on file at the Academy of Health Sciences,

Fort Sam Houston, Texas.

Signature

Printed Name and Position
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DEPARTMENT OF Ti--;E: i'lRt'Y
'IEArOQUAFr~tERG MEVICAL OtLPARTM24T ACTIVITY

k" F d ORT CAM! ~rLt. sI CNTUcKY 4dZi3

HEPL* TQ S C)ecemher 1983

-J~i'T:Altcrnac .;UfrKSh..iI

Lrt-~ an'. .

~.";' '.n:ate if. a hilptoric event! 1 cf,; C;iIctifg
Jr .t -; -te c.Sceul. pecificallyN the ccipese- -,cr ten

',u r ~ur !!OU r p r pricd

7 he4/li wor 'ek is not in. i7ff e.t at any military tiospltal und~er deval t
r~~~~ 1 l;I- 1-ere is no da ta tn sug-gest whet her or 11ot this w - 11 work in

-. :L! ~ .t1i. h pur-re of the study is to determine whcthe:- or not
tuC ~"l~;-.'i c! ie corc:;res ;!a iwork week will increase job saiUcinin

rc w.work ' eu : arc re lated to) jo6 schedules isw Ao1.
cu~c.t~in tcll lterature.

Your rollc in the study is- to seLrve as the "control" unit. 7h'isj.eri Lit
iicmticai &:'st<rvati,,ns will be madc of your unit, as well as of tne trLiIl unit.
-Aowev'2r, you %:i] ii centinue to wocrk the normal ei?;irt hour work day . I ,,ill aik
t it you fill nut a sc-rites of s-o'rt question~naires spaced several r!).. apart.

lUd it ina 11.1, , w.ill place -, io6 1hJ-( !.- on the unit for any spontancous corcnelt5

.i.- ~t 2ve 'Ilout thiings whicih :;a-; affect your jolo satisfactfiai. Thcsc will
~the o1r c: . ;r S of your j~zrtIc-ipation and will in no way j eop.ard ize

;G ;r ,ivac.,'. . I L,:! the on Iy wi th access ro your answers . Yo;.- viI I
Si~t ~t J 4 1 in ir m' ay. .r*i wilbe reporttel Js g~roup data.

T~iai?. fo) :r your part ic i.;i t. i,,n and support.

r ~A(-W\ IJj

-iljor , Ari-; X.urse Curps
Adainu~rutVc *..'sident
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